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8 Unbelievable 
Things You Never 
Knew About Tracking















https://better.fyi/trackers/taboola.com/











“We automatically collect User Information 
when Users interact with our Services that 
appear on our Customers’ websites and 
digital properties”



“Taboola collects only pseudonymized 
data, which means we do not know 
who you are because we do not know 
or process your name, email address, 
or other identifiable data.”



Pseudonymised or 
anonymised data doesn’t 
mean you’re unidentifiable.



–Bruce Schneier

“It takes only a small named database for 
someone to pry the anonymity off a much 
larger anonymous database.” 

https://www.wired.com/2007/12/why-anonymous-data-sometimes-isnt/



“Using our model, we find that 99.98% of 
Americans would be correctly re-identified 
in any dataset using 15 demographic 
attributes.”

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-019-10933-3



“A data segment is a grouping of users who 
share one or more attributes (e.g., travel 
enthusiasts). We offer a number of data 
segments, both proprietary and from our 
data partners”





https://crackedlabs.org/en





–Wolfie Christl

“Acxiom provides up to 3000 attributes and 
scores on 700 million people in the US, 
Europe, and other regions.”

https://crackedlabs.org/en/corporate-surveillance



–Wolfie Christl

“Oracle sorts people into thousands of 
categories and provides more than 30,000 
attributes on 2 billion consumer profiles.”

https://crackedlabs.org/en/corporate-surveillance









“does not knowingly create segments that are 
based upon what we consider to be sensitive 
information…”



Active Health Management: Far Below 
Average 

Health: I Have No Confidence in The Health 
Care System 

family and parenting > motherhood > 
artificial insemination



First Sign of Pain, I Take Medicine 

health and fitness > addiction 

health and fitness > disorders > panic 
and anxiety



Personality - Dealing with Stress - 
Bottled Up 

Personality - Dealing with Stress - 
Emotional 

Personality - Dealing with Stress - 
Quick Fix



Cambridge Analytica



“Users were scored on ‘big five’ personality 
traits – Openness, Conscientiousness, 
Extroversion, Agreeableness and 
Neuroticism – and in exchange, 40% of 
them consented to… access to their 
Facebook profiles.” 

https://www.theguardian.com/news/2018/mar/17/data-war-whistleblower-



“[Cambridge Analytica] claims to be able to 
analyse huge amounts of consumer data 
and combine that with behavioural science 
to identify people who organisations can 
target with marketing material. It collects 
data from a wide range of sources, 
including social media platforms such as 
Facebook, and its own polling.” 

https://www.theguardian.com/news/2018/mar/18/what-is-cambridge-analytica-



Profiling.



“Its expertise was in psychological 
operations – or psyops – changing people’s 
minds not through persuasion but through 
informational dominance, a set of 
techniques that includes rumour, 
disinformation and fake news.” 

https://www.theguardian.com/news/2018/mar/17/data-war-whistleblower-



Targeting.



https://www.theguardian.com/news/2018/mar/18/what-is-cambridge-analytica-



Manipulating.



https://www.thegreathack.com



Tracking affects 
democracy.





–Shoshana Zuboff

“Surveillance capitalism unilaterally 
claims human experience as free raw 
material for translation into behavioral 
data. Although some of these data are 
applied to product or service 
improvement, the rest are…fabricated 
into prediction products that anticipate 
what you will do now, soon, and later.” 



http://adam-buxton.co.uk/podcasts/ep106-shoshana-zuboff



But it’s all so 
convenient!



Convenient unethical 
technology is like 
fluffy handcuffs…



How to protect 
ourselves (individuals)



Avoid logging in.  
(If you can.)

A



Fingerprinting



https://gizmodo.com/facebook-knows-how-to-track-you-using-the-dust-on-



Avoid providing your 
phone number.

B



–Giridhari Venkatadri, Elena Lucherini, Piotr  
Sapiezynski, and Alan Mislove 

“We added and verified a phone number 
for [two-factor authentication] to one of 
the authors’ accounts… the phone 
number became targetable after 22 days” 

https://mislove.org/publications/PII-PETS.pdf



“When an advertiser uploaded their 
marketing list, we may have matched 
people on Twitter to their list based on the 
email or phone number the Twitter account 
holder provided for safety and security 
purposes.” 

https://www.wired.com/story/twitter-two-factor-advertising/



Disallow third-party 
cookies.

C



Disallow third-party 
cookies.

C



Don’t use Gmail.

D



Google has its tentacles in 
~80% of the popular web.

https://better.fyi/trackers/



Your choices affect your 
friends and family.



We’re not just tracked on 
the web.



www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/jun/18/googles-nest-cam-always-watching-



https://reallifemag.com/false-alarm/



https://www.newsweek.com/privacy-advocates-want-take-wifi-connected-hello-



https://www.pacif-i.io



https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/700989404/looncup-the-worlds-first-





https://www.vocativ.com/358530/smart-dildo-company-sued-for-tracking-users-



Have you ever wondered how many 
calories you’re burning during intercourse?  

How many thrusts?  

Speed of your thrusts?  

The duration of your sessions? Frequency?  

How many different positions you use in 
the period of a week, month or year?

https://britishcondoms.uk/the-icon-smart-condom.html



Avoiding it all is 
too much work.



Don’t blame the victim.



Our concept of privacy is 
being twisted.







Privacy is the ability to 
choose what you want to 
share with others, and what 
you want to keep to yourself.



–Eric Schmidt, CEO of Google. 2009

“If you have something that you don't want 
anyone to know, maybe you shouldn't be 
doing it in the first place.” 

https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2009/12/google-ceo-eric-schmidt-dismisses-privacy



Shouldn’t we be smart 
about what we share 
publicly?



Corporations blame us for 
giving up our privacy.



http://tacma.net/



–New York Times Editorial Board

“The clicks that pass for consent are 
uninformed, non-negotiated and offered in 
exchange for services that are often 
necessary for civic life.” 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/02/opinion/internet-facebook-google-



–Dustin Patar

“Two law professors analyzed the sign-in 
terms and conditions of 500 popular US 
websites, including Google and Facebook, 
and found that more than 99 percent of 
them were ‘unreadable,’ far exceeding the 
level most American adults read at, but 
are still enforced.”

https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/xwbg7j/online-contract-terms-of-service-



It is not 
informed 
consent.



It’s not consent if there’s 
not a real choice.













There is  
no choice.



We’re asked to give up 
everything or get nothing.



The cost of not consenting 
is to lose access to social, 
civil and labour 
infrastructure.



https://www.miccenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/CellPhones_1a.pdf



“All individuals are vulnerable to security 
breaches, identity fraud, system errors, 
and hacking. But economically 
disadvantaged individuals who rely 
exclusively on their mobile phones to 
access the internet are disproportionately 
exploited…”

https://www.asc.upenn.edu/news-events/news/cell-mostly-internet-users

–Gwen Schaffer



–Cell Phones, Security and Social Capital

“Some focus group participants reported 
that, in an effort to maintain data privacy, 
they modify online activities in ways that 
harm personal relationships and force 
them to forego job opportunities.” 

https://www.miccenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/CellPhones_1a.pdf



The technology we use is 
our new everyday things.



When the technology you 
use is a lifeline to access, you 
are impacted more severely 
by its unethical factors.



https://www.theguardian.com/media/2018/apr/04/missing-link-why-disabled-



–Dr Frances Ryan

“I can’t help but wonder if only privileged 
people can afford to take a position of 
social media puritanism. For many, 
particularly people from marginalised 
groups, social media is a lifeline – a bridge 
to a new community, a route to 
employment, a way to tackle isolation.” 

https://www.theguardian.com/media/2018/apr/04/missing-link-why-disabled-



Technology can’t fix issues 
of domination, oppression 
or discrimination.



Technology 
amplifies social  
and systemic issues.



https://www.niemanlab.org/2019/10/tech-platforms-are-where-public-life-is-



“If you don’t like the 
technology, you don’t 
have to use it…”



–Mike Ananny

“Platforms are societies of intertwined 
people and machines. There is no such 
thing as ‘online life’ versus ‘real life.’ 
We give massive ground if we pretend 
that these companies are simply 
having an ‘effect’ or ‘impact’ on some 
separate society.”

https://www.niemanlab.org/2019/10/tech-platforms-are-where-public-life-is-



Technology 
colonialism



https://modelviewculture.com/pieces/technology-colonialism



–Anjuan Simmons

“Colonial powers always saw themselves as 
superiors over the native people whose 
culture was rarely recognized or respected. 
The colonizers saw economic value in… 
foreign relations, but it was always viewed 
as a transaction based on inequality.”

https://modelviewculture.com/pieces/technology-colonialism



–Anjuan Simmons

“Technology companies continue this same 
philosophy in how they present their own 
products. These products are almost 
always designed by white men for a global 
audience with little understanding of the 
diverse interests of end users.”

https://modelviewculture.com/pieces/technology-colonialism



We have to reckon with our 
colonial history.



• we don’t speak to users 

• we assume we know best 

• we don’t have diverse teams 

• we value developer experience 
over user experience



“Intent does not 
erase impact.” 



We must consider the 
impact our design 
has outside of its 
immediate interface.



It’s hard to advocate for 
change when alternatives 
don’t yet exist.



We have the 
power to make 
that change.



How to build more 
ethical technology



Build small 
technology



Everyday tools for everyday 
people designed to increase 
human welfare, not 
corporate profits.



How to build small technology:

Make it easy 
to use.



Protecting ourselves 
shouldn’t just be the 
privilege of those with 
knowledge, time and money.



• functional  
(this includes accessible) 

• convenient 

• reliable



How to build small technology:

Make it inclusive.



We must ensure people have 
equal rights and access to the 
tools we build and the 
communities who build them.



How to build small technology:

Don’t be colonial.



Our teams must reflect the 
intended audience of our 
technology.



We can build upon best 
practices, but we should not 
be making assumptions.



How to build small technology:

Make it personal.



Build technology for 
everyday people, not just 
startups and enterprises.



How to build small technology:

Make it private 
by default.



Privacy is the ability to 
choose what you want to 
share with others, and what 
you want to keep to yourself.



Make your technology 
functional without 
personal information.



Consent:

Allow people to share their 
information for relevant 
functionality only with their 
explicit consent.



Consent:

When obtaining consent, tell the person: 
•how you’ll use their information 

•when you’ll use it 
•who will have access to it 
•how long it will be stored



Consent:

Write easy-to-understand 
privacy policies.



Consent:

Don’t use third-party 
consent frameworks.



Third-party services:

Don’t use third-party 
services.  

(If you can avoid them.)



https://mjtsai.com/blog/2019/09/13/user-tracking-via-custom-fonts/



Third-party services:

Make it your responsibility 
to know what they’re doing 
with your users’ information.



Third-party services:

Self-host all the things.



Social media etiquette:

Strip tracking identifiers 
and Google AMP junk from 
URLs before you share them.



Social media etiquette:

Post to your own site first, 
then mirror those posts to 
third-party platforms.



Your basic blog is way 
better than Medium.



How to build small technology:

Make it zero-
knowledge.



Zero-knowledge tech has 
no knowledge of your 
information.



Zero-knowledge:

Keep a person’s information 
on their device where 
possible.



Zero-knowledge:

Ensure any information 
synced to another device is 
end-to-end encrypted.



The cloud is just 
somebody else’s 
computer.



How to build small technology:

Make it  
share alike.



Cultivate a healthy commons 
by using licences that allow 
others to build upon, and 
contribute back to your work.



How to build small technology:

Make it non-
commercial.



Non-commercial:

Support stayups, not 
startups.



Non-commercial:

Support not-for-profit 
technology.



Building small 
technology:  
personal approaches



It feels 
impossible.  
It probably is!



Use small technology 
as job criteria.

i



Seek alternatives.

ii



https://switching.software



If you can’t do it at 
work, do it at home.

iii



https://sitejs.org



https://sitejs.org



https://sitejs.org





https://sitejs.org



Tin foil hats are all the rage.



–Rose Eveleth

“The assertion that technology companies 
can’t possibly be shaped or restrained with 
the public’s interest in mind is to argue 
that they are fundamentally different from 
any other industry. They’re not.”

https://www.vox.com/the-highlight/2019/10/1/20887003/tech-technology-



We can’t keep making poor 
excuses for bad practices.



Divest ourselves of 
unethical organisations.



I don’t care about cool shit 
coming out of unethical 
organisations.



Our whole 
approach 
matters.



I’m just one person.



We are communities made 
up of many persons.



You are not your job.



Use our social capital to 
be the change we want 
to exist.



8   (believable) 
ways to make 
change happen.



Be independent.

1



Be the advisor.

2



Be the advocate.

3



Be the questioner.

4



Be the gatekeeper.

5



Be difficult.

6



Be unprofessional.

7



Be the supporter.

8



Speaking up is risky 
and hard.



Letting technology continue 
this way is riskier.



We deserve 
better.



Thank you! 
Slides at https://noti.st/laurakalbag
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